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●UK/Commonwealth rights just sold in a four way auction, to BLOOMSBURY  
 

●Canadian rights pre-empted by DOUBLEDAY, and now on Canadian bestseller list 
 

●Korean rights sold to Iryoil Books 

 A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER! 
 

●5 PRINTINGS so far 
 

●THE OFFICIAL MARCH/APRIL 2018 SELECTION 
FOR ‘OUR SHARED SHELF’ THE BOOK CLUB CURATED BY 
ACTOR AND ACTIVIST EMMA WATSON, best known as 
Hermione Granger in the Harry Potter film series. The club has 
over 200,000 followers. 
 

“A sledgehammer … Her experiments with structure and 
language … are in the service of trying to find new ways to think 
about the past, trauma, repetition, and reconciliation, which 
might be a way of saying a new model for the memoir … If 
Heart Berries is any indication, the work to come will not just 
surface suppressed stories; it might give birth to new 
forms.”  —The New York Times 

 

 “Heart Berries by Terese Mailhot is an astounding memoir in 
essays … What Mailhot has accomplished in this exquisite book 
is brilliance both raw and refined, testament."  
—Roxane Gay, author of Hunger 

 

HEART BERRIES 

Goodreads, One of the Most Anticipated Books of 2018 
Cosmopolitan, 1 of 33 Books to Get Excited About in 2018 

Entertainment Weekly, Most Anticipated Books of 2018 
Esquire, Most Anticipated Books of 2018 

Buzzfeed, 1 of 33 Most Exciting New Books of 2018 
NYLON, Books We Can't Wait to Read in 2018  

Huffington Post, Books We Can't Wait to Read in 2018 
Bitch, Most Anticipated Nonfiction Books of 2018 

The Millions, Most Anticipated Books of 2018 
Bustle, Debut Books by Women Coming Out in 2018 That You Need in Your TBR Pile 

 

mailto:JudyKlein@Kleinworks.com
https://www.goodreads.com/topic/show/19253491-march-april-book-heart-berries-by-terese-marie-mailhot
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DR. MICHAEL KAUFMAN 
COUNT ME IN! How Men Can Fight for Gender Equality (and Why 

Millions of Men Are Doing Exactly That) 
 

COUNTERPOINT |SOCIAL SCIENCE /FEMINISM| JANUARY 2019 |MS in June 
 

“An inspiring book loaded with wisdom and pragmatism. I strongly recommend this 
awesome book." —Ziauddin Yousafzai, Father of Nobel Prize winner Malala Yousafzai 
 

In the vein of Sheryl Sandberg's Lean In and Tim Wise's White Like Me, Michael 
Kaufman’s Count Me In! offers a plain-spoken and forthright look at why and how 

men need to actively fight for gender equality. As the co-founder of the White Ribbon Campaign, the largest 
effort in the world of men seeking to end violence against women, Kaufman is an authority on the subject of 
gender equality. He explores how a culture based on toxic masculinity hurts both women and men (and their 
children); how men can become better allies in smashing the patriarchy; and how real gender equality 
creates advancements in both the workplace and the global economy. 
 

Dr. Michael Kaufman is a writer and speaker who has worked in almost 50 countries with the United 
Nations, numerous governments, NGOs, and businesses. He delivered the keynote at the UN’s 2016 and 
2017 Women Empowerment Principles events. He is a Senior Fellow with Promundo, a global leader in 
engaging men and boys in promoting gender equality and preventing violence. Kaufman is author of eight 
books on gender issues, democracy and development, including The Guy's Guide to Feminism and Cracking 
the Armor: Power, Pain the Lives of Men. 
 

SCOTT POOLE 

WASTELAND 
The Great War and the Origins of Modern Horror 
 

COUNTERPOINT | POP CULTURE/ HISTORY |OCTOBER 2018 |MS due April 
 

How the horrors of World War I created a new kind of 
imaginative literature and the horror movie 

 

For fans of Erik Larson's The Devil in the White City or Margaret MacMillan's Paris 
1919, Scott Poole’s newest work brilliantly traces the confluence of the history, 
technology, and art that gave us modern horror films and literature. Like those 
beloved cultural historians, Poole makes connections never before established 
between historical events and the modern psyche, tracing the First World War’s 
impact on the work of iconic writers, artists, and thinkers of the modern era. It 
was the most devastating event to occur in the early 1900s, with 38 million dead 

and 17 million wounded in the most grotesque ways, owing to the new machines brought to war.  
 

Poole chronicles the era’s major figures—Freud, T. S. Eliot, H. P. Lovecraft, Wilfred Owen, Peter Lorre, David 
Cronenberg, and Freddy Krueger—as well as their influences. Wasteland is a surprising—but wholly 
convincing—perspective on horror that also speaks to the audience for history, film, and popular culture. 
 

W. Scott Poole is a Professor of History at the College of Charleston who teaches and writes about horror 
and popular culture. His past books include the award-winning Monsters in America and the biography 
Vampira: Dark Goddess of Horror. He is a Bram Stoker award nominee for his critically acclaimed biography 
of H.P. Lovecraft, In the Mountains of Madness.  
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MARION WINIK 
BALTIMORE BOOK OF THE DEAD 
 

COUNTERPOINT | BIOGRAPHY/MEMOIR | OCTOBER 2018| MS  
 

"Winik has many gifts as a writer, but one I appreciate the most is her ability to write 
about the hardest, darkest subjects with a light, knowing hand." 

―Cheryl Strayed, author of Wild 
 

In her collection of portraits of the dead, their compressed narratives weaving 
an unusual, richly populated memoir, Marion Winik approaches mourning and 
memory with great care and an eye for the idiosyncratic, celebrating an array of 
lives in no more than 400 words each. Her stories begin in the 1960s, with a 
portrait of her mother, The Alpha. Winik introduces locales and language around 
which other stories orbit: the power of family, home, and love, the pain of loss 
and the tenderness of nostalgia, the backdrop of nature and public events. From 
there, she goes on to create a highly personal panorama of the last half-century 
of American life. Joining The Alpha are The Man Who Could Take off His Thumb, 

The Babydaddy, The Warrior Poetess, and The Thin White Duke, not to mention a miniature poodle and a 
goldfish. Intimacy and humor are manifest in the economy of each piece. 
 

Longtime All Things Considered commentator MARION WINIK is the author of First Comes Love, The Glen 
Rock Book of the Dead and seven other books. Her essays have been published in The New York Times 
Magazine, The Sun and many more publications. She is the host of The Weekly Reader radio show and 
podcast, she reviews books for Newsday, People, and Kirkus Review and has appeared on Today, Politically 
Incorrect and Oprah. She is a board member of the National Book Critics Circle.  
 

 

LISA PEASE 

A LIE TOO BIG TO FAIL 
The Real History of the Assassination of Robert F. Kennedy 
 

FERAL HOUSE | HISTORY | OCTOBER 2018 | PDF 
 

A thorough and groundbreaking addition to our understanding 
of the Robert F. Kennedy assassination 

 

Longtime independent researcher Lisa Pease lays out, in meticulous detail, 
how witnesses with evidence of conspiracy in the assassination of Robert F. 
Kennedy fifty years ago, were silenced by the Los Angeles Police Department.  
In A Lie Too Big to Fail, based on newly released police reports and 
government documents, Pease shows how evidence in the case was 
deliberate altered and, in some cases, destroyed, and how the justice system 
and the media utterly failed to present the truth to the public.  
 

Pease places the history of this fifty-year-old event in the context of the time and provides shocking overlaps 
between other high-profile murders and attempted murders of the time. She goes further than anyone else 
in proving who likely planned the assassination, who the assassination team members were, and why 
Kennedy was deemed such a threat. 
 

Lisa Pease is chief archivist of the Real History Archives website, a respected researcher and expert on the 
Robert F. Kennedy assassination and a regular speaker at RFK and JFK conferences. She is also co-editor 
with James DiEugenio of The Assassinations (2003).  
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NICOLE CHUNG 

ALL YOU CAN EVER KNOW 
 

CATAPULT | MEMOIR | OCTOBER 2018 | PDF 
 

AUDIO: RECORDED BOOKS (in a five-way auction) 

 
“This book moved me to my very core. . . . [it] should be required reading for anyone 

 who has ever had, wanted, or found a family—which is to say, everyone."    
— Celeste Ng, author of Little Fires  Everywhere 

 

What does it mean to lose your roots—within your culture, within your family—
and what happens when you find them?  
 

Nicole Chung was born severely premature, placed for adoption by her Korean 
parents, and raised by a white family. From early childhood, she heard the 
story of her adoption as a comforting, prepackaged myth. She believed her 

biological parents had made the ultimate sacrifice in the hopes of giving her a better life; that forever feeling 
slightly out of place was simply her fate as a transracial adoptee. But as she grew up—facing prejudice her 
adoptive family couldn’t see, becoming ever more curious about where she came from—she wondered if the 
story she’d been told was the whole truth. 
 

With warmth, candor, and startling insight, Chung tells of her search for the people who gave her up, which 
coincided with the birth of her own child. All You Can Ever Know is a profound, moving chronicle of 
surprising connections and the repercussions of unearthing painful family secrets—vital reading for anyone 
who has ever struggled to figure out where they belong.  
 

Nicole Chung has written for The New York Times, GQ, Longreads, BuzzFeed, Hazlitt, and Shondaland, 
among other publications. She is Catapult magazine's editor in chief and the former managing editor of The 
Toast. All You Can Ever Know is her first book. 
 
 

LESLIE ZEMECKIS 

THE FEUD OF THE FAN DANCERS: Sex Scandal, and the 

Showgirl 
 

COUNTERPOINT | CULTURAL HISTORY | OCTOBER 2018 | MS due April 

 

This forgotten piece of feminist history, told by the celebrated 
burlesque historian and actress, gives us the astonishing story of  

two notorious women during a tumultuous time in entertainment history  
 

Faith Bacon and Sally Rand were beautiful blondes from humble backgrounds who 
shot to fame behind a pair of oversized ostrich fans, but with very different 
outcomes. Sally would go on to perform in front of 40 million at the 1933 World's 
Fair in Chicago and rise to great fame;  Faith, the Marilyn Monroe of her time, would 

fall into drug use and ultimately leap to her death from the window of a residence hotel. With the help of 
both their surviving relatives, writer Leslie Zemeckis has pieced together the story of these independent, 
strong-willed women who let nothing––with the exception of one little feud––stop them on their way to the 
top.  
 

LESLIE ZEMECKIS is the author of The Goddess of Love Incarnate: The Life of Stripteuse Lili St. Cyr, and 
Behind the Burly Q, the definitive history of burlesque. She released Bound by Flesh, a multi-award winning 
documentary about vaudeville Siamese twin superstars Daisy and Violet Hilton, and her most recent 
documentary is Mabel, Mabel, Tiger Trainer. She is an actress and filmmaker.  In November 2018, Zemeckis 
will costar with Steve Carell and Diane Kruger in the new film The Women of Marwen. 
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AMY J. RADIN  
THE CHANGE MAKER'S PLAYBOOK 
How to Seek, Seed and Scale Innovation in Any Company 
 

CITY POINT PRESS | BUSINESS | SEPTEMBER 2018 | PDF 
 

Leaders must rethink how to deliver innovation. These tangible steps supply the 
sustainable business-changing impacts their businesses need. 

 

The fast and furious forces of change stimulated by technology, demographics, 
lifestyles, and economic, environmental, political and regulatory impacts – or 
any number of these in combination – are easy to see. They’re easy to talk 
about and easy to intellectualize. The problem?  The answers are hard to 
execute and require nuanced combinations of leadership, skills, strategy and 
tactics. On top of that, innovation has moved from an abstraction that will 
matter at some distant date to a front-and-center deliverable that must show 

evidence of impact in the space of the calendar quarter.   
 

Nationally recognized Fortune 100 Chief Marketing and Innovation Officer, advisor and investor Amy Radin 
has created a 9-part framework stemming from her own experience sitting in innovation hot seats. The 
framework reduces the ambiguity, messiness, uncertainty, and unpredictability in innovation, giving leaders 
the tools to increase the potential for upside and feel more in control of potential risk.  
 

 Amy J. Radin built a track record of success moving ideas to performance at Citi, American Express, 
E*TRADE and AXA. This is her first book and captures her field-tested experience as the top executive 
accountable for achieving innovation. She serves on the Board of the American Institute of Chartered Public 
Accountants, where she is advising on marketing strategy and the impact of technology and workforce 
disruption on accounting and financial advisory services for 650,000 members across the globe. She is a 
graduate of The Wharton School and Wesleyan University. 

 
 
CHRISTINA WARD 

AMERICAN ADVERTISING COOKBOOKS 
How Corporations Taught Us to Love Bananas, Spam, and 
JellO 
 

PROCESS MEDIA | COOKING/HISTORY | SEPTEMBER 2018 | Full-color 
images | PDF 
 

“Able to connect to history, culture, anthropology, outsider art, and renegade music, 
Christina Ward is the Greil Marcus of food." –Desiree Pointer Mace, author of 
Teacher Practice Online: Sharing Wisdom, Opening Doors 
 

Exploring the world of 20th Century food culture, writer and master food 
preserver Christina Ward combines intelligent research  and historical 
cookbook images into an entertaining and accessible history of food. Ward 
uncovers the origins of popular foods and how cookbooks reinforce and 
change our way of thinking about food. Creations like hilariously phallic 

‘banana candles’ and stunningly awful looking fish-molded combinations didn’t appear out of thin air; these 
foods and recipes have a history of their own, stories rooted in class-structures, global agriculture, and the 
corporations who attempt to control our food systems.  
 

Christina Ward is a contributor to Serious Eats, writes for Remedy Quarterly, Put An Egg On It!, and The 
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel. She is the author of Preservation: The Art and Science of Canning, Fermentation 
and Dehydration.   
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NORA MURPHY  

NORA MURPHY'S COUNTRY HOUSE STYLE 
Making Your Home a Country House 
Duanne Simon (Photographer) 
 

VENDOME PRESS | INTERIOR DESIGN | SEPTEMBER 2018  
Trim Size: 9 1⁄4 x 12   Page Count: 208   Illustrations: 250 color  
 

Nora Murphy has turned her passion for country house style and its 
embodiment—her own home in Newtown, Connecticut—into a multimedia 
juggernaut, in the Martha Stewart tradition. Her blog, website, e-magazine, 
strong presence on social media, and increasing visibility in print and on 
television have earned her a devoted following. Here she distills the essence 
of her knowledge about country house style and how to achieve it in an 
irresistible volume. Part primer, part wish book, Nora Murphy’s Country 
House Style is all inspiration. 

 

Nora Murphy studied interior design and worked for many years at Ethan Allen, rising to executive vice 
president of style and advertising. She left in 2011 to launch Nora Murphy Country House. 
 

 

JEFF BIGGERS 

RESISTANCE: Reclaiming an American Tradition 
 

COUNTERPOINT | HISTORY | JULY 2018 | PDF 
 

"Resist we must, resist we will―and as this volume powerfully reminds us, in so doing we 
are acting on the deepest American instincts."―Bill McKibben, author, Radio Free 
Vermont 

 

"Reading this book, I saw history vanquish amnesia, David slay Goliath, and tenacity take 
down tyrants. I saw a long, unbroken chain of resistance extending back through centuries. 
I saw the world saved over and over. I saw heroes and declared them my ancestors. I 
heard stories to inspire bold action. I found traditions I want to pass on.”  —Sandra 

Steingraber, activist and author, Living Downstream and Raising Elijah 
 
 “At this moment in history, when even the act of listening to the news can cause despair, 

Biggers gives us hope. In response to our darkness, he reaffirms the light that resistance offers."  
―Naomi Benaron, author, Bellwether Prize–winning Running the Rift 
 

“A gifted writer who approaches history as expansively as Howard Zinn and as passionately as Galeano.”—Jeff Chang, 
author, We Gon’ Be Alright: Notes on Race and Resegregation 

 

In a provocative and inspiring narrative history, award-winning writer Jeff Biggers reframes today's battles as 
a continuum of a vibrant American tradition, chronicling the arduous, courageous, and often squabbling 
resistance movements that insured the benchmarks of democracy—movements that served on the front lines 
of the American Revolution, the defense of the Constitution and Bill of Rights, the defeat of fascism during 
World War II, and assorted civil rights struggles. Resistance brings alive early immigrant struggles, women's 
rights, and pioneering environmental justice movements and their presence today. Biggers shows how a 
republic of resistance has served as a de facto "Truth and Reconciliation" commission for U.S. history, 
especially in times when the nation—and its leaders—need to be held accountable.  
 

Jeff Biggers is author of numerous works of history, memoir, journalism, and theater, including The United 
States of Appalachia (in its 8th printing), State Out of the Union, selected by PW as a Top Ten Social Science 
book; and Reckoning at Eagle Creek, winner of the Delta Prize for Literature and David Brower Award for 
Environmental Reporting. His work has appeared in numerous magazines, newspapers and National Public 
Radio programs, including NPR, the New York Times, The Atlantic, Salon, The Nation and The Guardian.  
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DANIEL ISENGART  

THE ART OF GAY COOKING 
Foreword by Jeremiah Tower 
 

OUTPOST19 | CULINARY MEMOIR |JUNE 2018 | PDF 
 

“Impossible not to gulp this book cover to cover…every ingredient transformed by the 
intimate voice of Daniel Isengart as he stirs together the art of cooking, eating and 

loving.” –Betty Fussell, author of Eat, Live, Love, Die 
 

"A unique work that is as dense and delicious as a Dresdener stollen.” - Justin Spring, 
NBA finalist and author of the PW Nonfiction Book of the Year, The Gourmands' Way 
 

For Daniel Isengart, home cooking has always been an essential part of living a 
creative life. A cabaret performer and sought-after private chef in New York 
City, he knows how to deliver one delectable meal after another with the ease 
of a seasoned entertainer. This witty literary portrait takes the reader from the 

author's grandmother's kitchen in southern Germany to his formative childhood years in Paris; from his attic 
apartment in Brooklyn Heights to his clients' posh homes in Manhattan and the Hamptons. Alternating 
intimate anecdotes and wry observations about the culinary world with easy-to-follow recipes, the book 
explores a rich, gay life devoted to beauty and art where the home kitchen always takes center stage.  
 

Jeremiah Tower, the original chef of the legendary Chez Panisse restaurant and the eminent Godfather of 
modern American cooking, adds words of wisdom in his candid foreword that describe how Isengart’s 
inspired approach to cooking brought back memories of his own beginnings. 
 

Daniel Isengart is the author of Queering the Kitchen: A Manifesto, based on his popular series at 
Slate.com. He’s written on hidden gay culinary history for a number of publications, including Jarry magazine.  
 
 

DANIEL ISENGART  

QUEERING THE KITCHEN: A Manifesto 
 

OUTPOST19 | CULINARY MEMOIR | JUNE 2018 | PDF 
 

Gay identity has long been linked to the decorative and performing arts—fashion, 
interior design, dance, opera, and theater. Isengart adds the kitchen to the list.   

 

A manifesto for reclaiming the lost history and influence of gay men in the 
culinary arts, this lively, personal and deeply researched defense of their hidden 
roles is full of high wit and rich with pop history.  
 

Gay men’s history of culinary sophistication dates back to a time when 
socializing was safer behind closed doors―at home, the only place where they 
could be themselves and let their hair down, or wear that wig. Isengart 
explores these secret histories and customs, while reminding us of gay lives 

only recently in the light―including Dean & Deluca, James Beard, Craig Claiborne, Graham Kerr and many 
others. With the rise of gay identity, Isengart charts a concurrent counter-swing with the rise of Emeril Live 
and other media phenomena, erasing a movement of culinary refinement and replacing it with a lowbrow 
circus for beginners. Sometimes brutal, other times nuanced, the history charted by Isengart extends to the 
macho bro-kitchens of Anthony Bourdain and the superior skills of many lesbian chefs. 
 

With Queering The Kitchen, Isengart offers a spirited and well-researched contribution to an ongoing 
conversation about gay men and America’s food. Queering The Kitchen is a grand coming-out. 
 

Daniel Isengart is the author of The Art of Gay Cooking (on next page). He’s written on hidden gay 
culinary history for a number of publications, including Jarry magazine. 
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DR. JONAS SALK and JONATHAN SALK 

A NEW REALITY: Human Evolution for a Sustainable Future 
Foreword by Elizabeth H. Blackburn, Nobel Prize-winning molecular biologist   
 

CITY POINT PRESS | SCIENCE/SOCIAL POLICY | JUNE 2018 | PDF 
 

“An inescapable reality is that there are now too many humans on Earth for us, 
or the planet, to handle well. Population growth, a burning topic some years ago, 

has somewhat faded from public prominence in recent years. This small but 
compelling book is a welcome and timely reminder of the issues of overpopulation, 

with a fresh look at the ways we can approach this reality.” 
—Elizabeth H. Blackburn, Ph.D., Nobel Prize winner in Physiology/Medicine 

 

Drawn from the writings of Dr. Jonas Salk, the visionary scientist who developed the 
polio vaccine, and extended and developed by his son Jonathan, this volume 
provides a startling message of understanding, caution and hope for today’s tense, 
rapid-fire, kaleidoscopically changing world.  Dr. Salk understood forty years ago, 

that we are at a unique moment in the history of the human species. After centuries of increase, population 
growth has begun to slow. This change is accompanied by an equally significant change in human values—a 
shift from those based on unlimited availability of resources, unremitting growth, competition and short-term 
thinking, to those based on limits, balance, interdependence, and long-term thinking. This transition is the 
source of far-reaching tension and conflict. The way through this difficult era is to understand its basis and to 
focus on new values that will be of the greatest benefit to humankind. There is urgency, and failure to adapt 
will result in disaster, for humanity and for the planet. 
 

Jonathan Salk, Jonas’ son, is Assistant Clinical Professor of Psychiatry at the UCLA David Geffen School of 
Medicine and is a highly respected Adult and Child Psychiatrist who has taught the theory and practice of 
psychiatry. 
 
 

RICHARD WEBB 

BOATS AGAINST THE CURRENT: The Honeymoon 

Summer of Scott and Zelda  

Foreword by Robert Steven Williams 
 

CITY POINT PRESS | BIOGRAPHY | JUNE 2018 | 120 color and 
B&W Photos   
 

An essential document for anyone who has read The Great Gatsby 
and wondered at the fantastic world its story tells 

 

Scott and Zelda Fitzgerald honeymooned for five months in a 
modest gray house in Westport, Connecticut I 1920, an experience with profound impact on both their 
collective works. The Fitzgeralds lived a wild life of drinking, driving and endless partying while living in 
suburban Connecticut. As it happens, living near the beach, they were neighbors to a larger-than-life 
reclusive multi-millionaire, F.E. Lewis.  Boats Against the Current tells the real story behind the famous novel 
and its hero, and uncovers the actual basis for Fitzgerald’s novel, debunking the long-held belief that the 
book was set across the Sound in Long Island. 
 

This book is illustrated with a fantastic array of never-before-seen photos from the Lewis family, the 
scrapbooks of the Fitzgeralds, period newspaper clippings, and a myriad of compelling stories about Scott, 
Zelda and their fantastically wealthy neighbor.  
 

Richard Webb Jr. is an author, award-winning educator, and documentary filmmaker. Webb is also co-
creator and co-producer with Robert Williams of a documentary film about the Fitzgeralds in Connecticut, 
which will air on public television in 2018. 
 

STEVEN CHURCH 
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I'M JUST GETTING TO THE DISTURBING PART 
On Work, Fear and Fatherhood 
 

OUTPOST19| FAMILY/RELATIONSHIPS | MAY 2018| PDF 
 

“An illuminating guided tour of the darker reaches of parental fears and anxieties”  
– Patrick Madden, author of Sublime Physick and Quotidiana 

 

These new essays by a leader in creative nonfiction and editor of the influential 
magazine The Normal reflect on work, fear and fatherhood in a series of encounters 
that defy easy answers. From the depths of a tourist-trap gold mine to the edges of a 
meteor crater to the jagged landscapes of marriage and parenting, shift and flux are 
always front and center. Here acclaimed writer Steven Church illustrates once again 
the immeasurable value of an open, essayistic mind. 

 

Steven Church is the author of One With the Tiger: Sublime and Violent Encounters Between Humans and 
Animals, Ultrasonic, The Day After The Day After, Theoretical Killings and The Guinness Book of Me. His 
essays have been published and anthologized widely, including in The Best American Essays .  

 
ELANA FREELAND 

UNDER AN IONIZED SKY: From Chemtrails to Space Fence 

Lockdown 
 

FERAL HOUSE | ENVIRONMENT | MARCH 2018 | PDF 

/Amazon March 2018 
 

According to writer Elana Freeland, our planet has been weaponized before our very 
eyes. First, we were seduced by the convenience of a wireless world; then, 
atmospheric weather experimentation in the guise of carbons “climate change” 
converted the air we breathe into an antenna. Now, the geo-engineering we’ve been 
subjected to for two decades is being normalized as the “Star Wars” Space Fence 
rises around us. Is this the Space Age we were promised, Freeland asks? 

 

Elana Freeland’s most recent book was Chemtrails, HAARP, and the Full Spectrum Dominance of Planet 
Earth. She has been a Waldorf school pioneer, teacher, lecturer, storyteller, and writer for alternative 
publications. She is also the author of a fictional American history series called Sub Rosa America.  

  
CAREY FOWLER 

SEEDS ON ICE: Svalbard and the Global Seed Vault 
 

PROSPECTA PRESS | ENVIRONMENT | 2017 | 160 pages 
 

The remarkable story of the Global Seed Vault and the valiant effort 
to save the past and the future of agriculture 

 

On an island in a remote Norwegian archipelago, lies a vast global seed bank 
buried within a frozen mountain. At the end of a 130-meter long tunnel chiseled 
out of solid stone is a room filled with humanity's precious treasure, the largest 
and most diverse seed collection ever assembled: more than a half billion seeds 
containing the world's most prized crops, a safeguard against catastrophic 

starvation. The Global Seed Vault, a visionary model of international collaboration, is the brainchild of Cary 
Fowler, renowned scientist, conservationist, and biodiversity advocate. 
 

In nautilus award-winner Seeds On Ice, Fowler tells for the first time the comprehensive inside story of how 
the "doomsday seed vault" came to be, while the breathtaking photographs offer a stunning guided tour not 
only of the private vault, but of the windswept beauty and majesty of Svalbard and the enchanting 
community of people in Longyearbyen. 
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REBECCA D. COSTA  

ON THE VERGE 
 

ROSETTA BOOKS | BUSINESS/MANAGEMENT | SEPTEMBER 2017 
 

 
OPTION HOLDERS: German/Wiley; Italian/Quantic, Japanese/Hara 
Shobo, Chinese (simplified)/Citic, Korean/Sam & Parkers; Brazilian 
Portuguese/Pensamento/Cultrix, Romanian/Editura Trei SRL 
 
"A terrific jackpot of a book. Both page-turner entertaining and think-trigger 
serious.” ― Jim Lehrer, executive editor and anchor of PBS NewsHour  
 

"Read this book if you want to be ready for the future." ―Alan Dershowitz, 
lawyer, legal scholar, and bestselling author  
 

"If you want to get ready for change you see coming, On the Verge can help you 
get the job done." ―Craig Newmark, founder of Craigslist, entrepreneur  
 

Rebecca Costa’s On the Verge is a landmark examination of big-picture 
forces affecting society today. Costa is the author of The Watchman's Rattle: A Radical New Theory of 
Collapse, sold in seven languages, and here her exploration of foresight reveals how technology has brought 
nations, businesses, and individuals to the edge of clairvoyance. According to Costa, advances in Big Data, 
predictive analytics, genomics, artificial intelligence, and other breakthroughs have made it possible to 
pinpoint future results with mind-blowing accuracy - cracking the door to what Costa calls predaptation: the 
ability to adapt before the fact.  
 

Costa's unique sociobiological perspective, combined with her ability to blend humor, breaking science, and 
insightful personal stories, distinguishes her as a top female thought leader. Here she showcases real-life 
examples and illuminates 12 principles of adaptation, and predaptation, used to succeed in fast-moving 
environments. 
 

Rebecca Costa, author of The Watchman's Rattle: A Radical New Theory of Collapse, is a sociobiologist and 
futurist and a recipient of the prestigious Edward O. Wilson Biodiversity Technology Award. Her clients 
include Hewlett-Packard, Apple Computer, Oracle, Siebel Systems, 3M, and General Electric Company. Her 
work has been featured in The New York Times, Washington Post, USA Today, The Guardian, and other 
publications.  
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THOMAS KOHNSTAMM 

LAKE CITY 
COUNTERPOINT | DECEMBER 2018  
 
 “A blistering, clear-eyed, and surefooted debut novel … a hilarious and sneakily incisive 
examination of the cultural tensions, and widening class divides that simmer on the 
fringes of an increasingly homogenized city in the throes of affluenza and gentrification."  

–Jonathan Evison, author of Lawn Boy 
 

This entertaining first novel of misdirected ambition, unchecked gentrification, 
urban bifurcation and the fine art of deli counter mismanagement is set in Seattle's Lake City neighborhood, 
squarely in the wake of the 9/11 tragedy and at the peak of Seattle's first wave of tech-boom gentrification.  
Lane Bueche licks his wounds and schemes how to win back his Manhattanite wife and her trust fund.  That 
scheme careens off the tracks when he gets involved in a plot to seduce and sabotage a troubled birth 
mother from his neighborhood.   Lane soon finds himself in a zero-sum game between the families as he 
straddles two cultures, classes and worlds.   
 

Thomas Kohnstamm was a guidebook writer for Lonely Planet, and is the author of the best-selling travel 

memoir, Do Travel Writers Go to Hell? (Broadway 2008) recently optioned for a feature by Vice Films.  Heis 
an award winning animator and just sold a 6-episode animated comedy to FX, and was a 2017 fellow at the 
Sundance “New Voices” Lab.   

 
 

MICAH PERKS 
TRUE LOVE AND OTHER DREAMS OF MIRACULOUS ESCAPE 
 
OUTPOST19 | OCTOBER 2018  

 

Magical and funny, profound and seductive, in True Love and Other Dreams of 
Miraculous Escape Micah Perks explores the life-bending power of love. In these 
interwoven lives, the desire for passion is as strong as the desire to escape, and 
the terror of claustrophobic connection competes with the deepest human 
yearning. When Sadie opens a funky bookstore in Santa Cruz, she is seduced by 
Daniel, an athletic, bookish romantic from Santiago, Chile. Their connection is 
heady and erotic, and it winds through the love lives around them: from Harry 
Houdini’s first encounter with the widow Winchester, to the threatening intimacy 
between a wife and her brother, to a grumpy teenager who inspires her divorced 
parents, to a blended family not blending at all on a trip to Paris.  
 

Micah Perks’s stories and essays have won five Pushcart Prize nominations. 
She is the author of the novel What Becomes Us , winner of an Independent Publishers Book Award and 
finalist for the Eric Hoffer Book Award and We Are Gathered Here; and the memoir Pagan Time, a San 
Francisco Chronical Best Summer Reading title. Her work has appeared in Epoch, Zyzzyva, Tin House, The 
Toast, OZY and The Rumpus, amongst many journals and anthologies.  
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JAMES FLORA 

GRANDPA’S WITCHED UP CHRISTMAS 
 

FERAL HOUSE | SEPTEMBER 2018 | 2 color illustrations throughout:  
 

OPTION: POLISH / Prószyński     

   SPANISH/Blackie Books 
 

“Designer, illustrator, and record cover maestro, Flora was a master of many forms who 
left a legacy that has been difficult to categorize. — Steven Heller, New York Times 
 

“A twisted, bizarre, joyous genius of an artist.”— Drew Friedman, noted cartoonist and 
illustrator 
 

Seasonal children’s stories received an outstanding update when Feral House 
published superb storyteller / illustrator James Flora’s Grandpa’ s Ghost Stories 
for Halloween last fall. Now Feral House chimes in with Grandpa’ s Witched-Up 

Christmas, once again written and illustrated by Flora and out of print for over 30 years. On this occasion 
Grandpa tells when he cut through woods nearby his home and runs into three fearsome witches. One, with 
sharp teeth and hair like an unmoved lawn, pointed her finger at him, squealing, “Shazam!” and turned him 
into a snake. The second witch, who didn’t have any feet, turned him into a turkey buzzard. And the third — 
tall and warty — screamed “Ta-pooty!” and changed him into a pig. He ran home but his parents wouldn’t let 
him in and he had to convince the third witch to turn him back into a boy once again.  
 

James Flora was the author/illustrator of 17 popular children's books. He worked with renowned children's 
book editor Margaret McElderry at Harcourt Brace and Atheneum. His books included The Fabulous Firework 
Family, The Day the Cow Sneezed, Leopold, the See-Through Crumbpicker, and Stewed Goose (1973).  
 

ROBERT MICHAEL PYLE 

MAGDALENA MOUNTAIN 
 

COUNTERPOINT | FIRST NOVEL | AUGUST 2018 | MS 
 

A rich and rollicking first novel from beloved 
and widely acclaimed nature writer Robert Michael Pyle 

 

In Magdalena Mountain, Robert Michael Pyle’s first and long-awaited novel, the 
award-winning naturalist proves he is as at home in an imagined landscape as he is 
in the natural one. At the center of this story of majesty and high mountain magic 
are three Magdalenas—Mary, a woman whose uncertain journey opens the book; 
Magdalena Mountain, shrouded in mystery and menace; and the all-black Magdalena 
alpine butterfly, the most elusive of several rare and beautiful species found on the 
mountain. 

 

High in the Colorado Rocky Mountain wilderness, sharing the remote territory of the Erebia magdalena 
butterfly, lives the enigmatic Oberon, a reluctant de facto leader of the Grove, a diverse community of monks 
who share a devotion to nature. Converging in the same wilderness are October Carson, a beachcomber-
wanderer in pursuit of the alpine butterflies he collects for museums; James Mead, a young graduate student 
intent upon learning the ecology of this seductive creature; and Mary Glanville, who also seeks the butterfly 
but can’t remember why. As the mystery surrounding Mary takes a menacing turn, their shared quest pulls 
them deeper into the high mountain wilderness, culminating in a harrowing encounter on the stony slopes of 
Magdalena Mountain. 
 

ROBERT MICHAEL PYLE  took his Ph.D. in butterfly ecology at Yale University, worked as a conservation 
biologist in Papua New Guinea, Oregon, and Cambridge, and has written twenty-two books, including 
Wintergreen (John Burroughs Medal), Where Bigfoot Walks (Guggenheim Fellowship), and Sky Time in Gray's 
River (National Outdoor Book Award).  
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                     SUSAN SPANN 
 

 
      

We now have ALL TRANSLATION rights to ALL SIX BOOKS in the series 
featuring ninja detective Hiro Hattori and Portuguese Jesuit Father Mateo 

………………………………………………. 

“Spann keeps getting better…Fans of classic whodunits will be pleased.” —Publisher’s Weekly 
“Hiro and Father Mateo … make a remarkable crime-solving team.” — Library Journal 

“Sharp, well-integrated mystery.” — Kirkus Reviews 
 

“Steeped in the lore of samurai culture and ninja stealth…compelling, exotic, and irresistible.” 
—Barry Lancet, award-winning author of Japantown and Pacific Burn 

 

“Spann portrays 16th century Japan with a love of detail and a setting that never swamps the vivid characters and the 
story.”—Lisa Brackmann, bestselling author of Rock Paper Tiger and Go-Between 

 

“A master storyteller… so well-grounded in ancient Japanese history and customs of the period.”  
—Cara Black, New York Times–bestselling author of the Aimée Leduc Investigations 

 

 “Unique and endearing characters, vivid scenes, and shocking twists.”  
—Weina Dai Randel, author of The Moon in the Palace and The Empress of Bright Moon 

 

“Spann mixes history, suspense, and folklore to great effect … a great pleasure to read.” 
—Sujata Massey, author of The Widows of Malabar Hill 

………………………………………………. 

Book 1-Claws of the Cat: May 1564: When a samurai is brutally murdered in a Kyoto teahouse, Hiro has just three days to find the 
killer in order to save a girl and the Portuguese Jesuit Father Mateo he is sworn to protect from execution. 
 

Book 2-Blade of the Samurai: June, 1565: Hiro receives a pre-dawn visit from a fellow shinobi working undercover at the 
shogunate who begs for Hiro’s help when he is accused of murder but his story gives Hiro reason for doubt. 
 

Book 3-Flask of the Drunken Master: August 1565: When a rival artisan turns up dead outside Ginjiro's brewery, Hiro and Father 
Mateo must find the killer before the magistrate executes Ginjiro.  
 

Book 4-The Ninja’s Daughter: Autumn, 1565: when an actor's daughter is murdered, Hiro and Father Mateo, with  only a golden 
coin to guide them, uncover a forbidden love affair, a missing mask, and corruption in the Kyoto police department. 
 

Book 5- Betrayal at IGA: Autumn, 1565: When an ambassador from a rival clan is murdered during peace negotiations, Hiro 

and Father Mateo must find the killer in time to prevent a war between the ninja clans. 
………………………………………………. 

Sales:   BULGARIAN/Trud (have licensed the first five books in the series already) 
HUNGARIAN /Tears of the Cat /Nuvion 

 PORTUGUESE/ Tears of the Cat /Clube do Autor 
 

 

                                        ………………………………………………. 
 
 

TRIAL ON MOUNT KOYA: A Hiro Hattori Novel (A Shinobi Mystery) 
 

SEVENTH STREET BOOKS| BOOK SIX | JULY 2018  
 

November, 1565: Master ninja Hiro Hattori and Portuguese Jesuit Father Mateo travel 
to a Buddhist temple at the summit of Mount Kōya, carrying a secret message for an 
Iga spy posing as a priest. When a snowstorm strikes, the temple’s priests start turning 
up dead—murdered—and posed as Buddhist judges of the afterlife, the Kings of Hell. 
Hiro and Father Mateo must unravel the mystery before the remaining priests—
including Father Mateo—become unwilling members of the killer’s grisly council of the 
dead. 
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THE RESIDENTS 

BRICKEATERS 
 

FERAL HOUSE | JULY 2018  
 

If The Brickeaters was a film, it would a buddy movie with the pals being a very tall 
and young internet content screener teamed up with an aging career criminal 
whose primary companions are an oxygen bottle and .44 Magnum. After a short 
crime spree they conspire to defeat a middle aged lottery winner, determined to 
pollute the LA water supply with massive amounts of fluoride. Desperately in need 
of distraction, the story is told by an alcoholic writer recently abandoned by his wife. 
 

Alternately seen as a rock band, an arts collective and a spirit, THE RESIDENTS 
have been icons of experimental music for over 40 years. In addition to their 
groundbreaking work in trance, world fusion, electronica, punk, industrial and 

lounge music, the group is also credited with being among the originators of performance art and music 
video. Their early videos are in the permanent collection of the Museum of Modern Art and their Freak Show 
CD-Rom was featured in MOMA's "Looking at Music 3.0" exhibition.  
 

 
ELLEN NOTBOHM  

THE RIVER BY STARLIGHT 
 

SHE WRITES PRESS | HISTORICAL FICTION | MAY 2018  

 

“Graceful and unflinching…a complex journey of grief, 
fulfillment, betrayal and forgiveness.”—KIRKUS 

 

“Captivating…The writing is exquisite, with paragraphs flowing together harmoniously. The 
River by Starlight weaves heartache and redemption together to illuminate the power of love 
in life’s darkest moments.” –FOREWORD 
 

    "Heart-wrenching yet hopeful, The River by Starlight is a compelling and beautifully 
written debut novel.”—Ashley E. Sweeney, award-winning author of Eliza Waite 
 

“Filled with vivid characters and descriptions, heartache, loss and the healing power of love, 
The River by Starlight is a tribute to so many women who were treated unjustly and who 

managed to find their way and survive.”—Kris Radish, bestselling author of A Dangerous Woman from Nowhere 
 
    "Masterfully weaves the story of Annie and Adam Fielding, two star-crossed people who come together in an attempt 
to bring forth life on an early 20th-century farm in Montana. Rich with beautiful prose stitched together with authentic, 
shimmering dialogue and a love story that leaves you aching, Ellen Notbohm’s debut novel is sure to stun.”—Michelle 

Cox, author of the Henrietta and Inspector Howard series 
 

Moving away from unsettling pasts and thrown together by circumstance, western homesteaders Annie 
Rushton and Adam Fielding meet in 1911 and are bound by a potent chemistry they don’t necessarily 
recognize as love. Against a backdrop of economic boom and bust, catastrophic weather and world war, they 
marry hopefully and prosper briefly, but personal and natural disasters unravel this couple. One will meet the 
challenge with unforgettable resilience. One will be thoroughly broken by it.  
 

Based on true events, this sweeping novel weaves a century-old story, timeless in its telling of love, 
heartbreak, healing, and redemption embodied in one woman’s tenacious quest for control over her own 
destiny in the face of devastating misfortune and social injustice. 
 

Ellen Notbohm’s nonfiction titles, Ten Things Every Child With Autism Wishes you Knew, and 1001 Great 
Ideas for Teaching and Raising Children with Autism or Asperger's have been translated into 24 languages 
and have sold over 300,000 copies in the US alone.  This is her first novel and it is based on the story of her 
husband’s mother. 
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Deals since November 2017 
 

 
1. HEART BERRIES by Terese Mailhot –  Bloomsbury-UK/Comm 

2. HEART BERRIES by Terese Mailhot – Oryoil Books/KOREAN 

3. THE LONESOME BODYBUILDER by Yukiko Motoya – Little Brown/Corsair-UK/Comm 

4. GIRLS GUIDE TO PERSONAL HYGIENE by Tallulah Pomeroy – (pending)-UK/Comm 

5. THE GUNNERS by Rebecca Kauffman – Serpents Tail-UK/Comm 

6. BONE RATTLER 5-book SERIES – Bone Rattler, Eye of the Raven, Original Death, Blood of  
    the Oak and Savage Liberty by Eliot Pattison – ebook rights to Endeavour-UK/Comm 

 

7. BLACK SUNSET by Clancy Sigal – Icon-UK/Comm 

8. JANE: A MURDER by Maggie Nelson – Zed Books-UK/Comm 
 

9. 1001 GREAT IDEAS FOR TEACHING AND RAISING CHILDREN WITH AUTISM OR 
    ASPERGERS by Ellen Notbohm and Veronica Zysk – Lambertus/GERMAN  
 

10. GRANDPA’S GHOST STORIES by James Flora – Prószyński Media / POLISH 

11.  GRANDPA’S GHOST STORIES by James Flora – Blackie Little /SPANISH AND CATALAN 

12.  HERE COMES THE NIGHT by Joel Selvin  -- Kwai/SPANISH 

13.  SEX AND ROCKETS by John Carter – El Desvelo Ediciones/SPANISH  

14.  PAGAN TIME by Micah Perks – Kachina Ediciones / SPANISH 

15.  EVERY NIGHT’S A SATURDAY NIGHT by Bobby Keys – McNulty Books/SPANISH 

16.  THE MERRY RECLUSE by Caroline Knapp – Bada/KOREAN 

17.  THE WAR NERD ILIAD by John Dolan – Munhakdongue/KOREAN 

18.  THE UNSETTLING OF AMERICA by Wendell Berry – Hantijae/KOREAN 

19.  SELECTED POEMS by Wendell Berry – Editions Arfuyen/FRENCH 

20.  THE GREAT CLOD by Gary Snyder/ Shanghai 99 Readers Culture / CHINESE (simplified) 

21.  KINGDOM OF SIMPLICITY by Holly Payne – China Pioneer/CHINESE (simplified) 

22.  THE SOUND OF BLUE by Holly Payne -- China Pioneer/ CHINESE (simplified) 

23.  GREAT TIDE RISING by Kathleen Dean Moore / CHINESE (simplified) 

24.  SAMUEL JOHNSON by W. Jackson Bate – Guangxi Normal UP / CHINESE (simplified) 

25.  SURVIVOR CAFÉ by Elisabeth Rosner – Scriptum / DUTCH 

26.  HOW THE WORLD WORKS by Noam Chomsky – Curtea Veche/ROMANIAN 

27. TRIAL ON MOUNT KOYA by Susan Spann – Trud /BULGARIAN 

28.  TEN THINGS EVERY CHILD WITH AUTISM WISHES YOU KNEW by Ellen Notbohm  
– Teas Press/AZERBAIJANI 

 

29.  SEX AND PUNISHMENT by Eric Berkowitz – Teas Press / AZERBAIJANI 

30.  THE BUSINESS OF PERSUASION by Harold Burson – Tre Publishing House/VIETNAMESE 

31.  HIPSTER HITLER by James Carr and Archama Kumar – Kunst/ESTONIAN 
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CO-AGENTS for KLEINWORKS 
 

 
 

 

Brazil/South America 
Teresa Vilarrubla 
The Foreign Office 
 
China/Taiwan  
Maggie Han/Chris Lin/Wendy King 
Big Apple Agency  
 
France 
Marleen Seegers/Chrys Armefti 
2 Seas Literary Agency 
 
Germany 
Annelie Geissler/Ronit Zafran 
Mohrbooks AG Literary Agency 
 
Greece 
Evangelia Avloniti 
Ersilia Literary Agency 
 
Hungary 
Peter Bolza 
Katai & Bolza Literary Agents 
 
Israel  
Geula Geurts 
Deborah Harris Agency 
 
Italy 
Maura Solinas/Piergiorgio Nicolazzini  
Piergiorgio Nicolazzini Literary Agency 
 
 
 
 

Japan 
Non-exclusive 
 
Korea 
Non-exclusive 
 
Netherlands 
Marleen Seegers/Chrys Armefti 
2 Seas Literary Agency 
 
Poland  
Piotr Wawrzeńczyk/Aleksandra Lapinska 
Book/lab 
 
Scandinavia 
Marleen Seegers/Chrys Armefti 
2 Seas Literary Agency 
 
Spain/Portugal 
Teresa Vilarrubla 
The Foreign Office 
 
Turkey 
Amy Marie Spangler/Cansu Canseven/ 
Doğan Terzi 
Anatolialit Agency 
 
UK 
Ben Fowler/Anna Carmichael 
Abner Stein Agency 
 
 

 
 

  

JUDY KLEIN 
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